RADIAL PIVOT TIRE

THE HIGH-PERFORMANCE ALTERNATIVE TO BIAS IRRIGATION TIRES

The Trelleborg radial tire offered by Zimmatic® by Lindsay provides a rugged new alternative to other tire options.

Radial tire construction lessens severe wheel tracking and compaction beneath sprinklers while reducing overall drivetrain wear and tear. Plus, the rugged radial tire design cuts maintenance costs by reducing flats in the field.

Available in 3 sizes:
- 11.2" x 24" RADIAL (280/85R24)
- 12.4" x 38" RADIAL (320/85R38)
- 14.9" x 24" RADIAL (380/85R24)

Benefits
- 60% more footprint than 11.2" x 38" (290/90R38) bias tires
- Low air pressure for less compaction and rutting (~15 psi) (1.03 BAR)
- Wider, stronger tread face and durable side wall
- Heavy load rating, even at lower pressures
- Fits standard 10" x 38" (25.4 cm x 96.5 cm) wheel, no tube needed
- 8-year limited warranty

“I tried other tires but nothing seemed to work. The radials were able to keep the pivots going later in the season when the tracks normally get deep.”

– Chad Kuhlman, Nebraska grower
Lean, Clean and Green. Lindsay Corporation is committed to developing environmental awareness and implementing sustainable practices to reduce the use of and protect energy, water, and all other resources.
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To learn how Trelleborg radial pivot tires can save time and improve your system’s performance, contact your local Zimmatic® by Lindsay dealer.

The Lindsay Advantage
Durable • Rugged • Easy to Use • Integrated Technologies • Broader Line of Solutions

Positive reviews about radial pivot tires

“So far, the radials I’ve put under my 10-inch pivots look like they’re going to do well this year. And, I’m running in fields that generally track 12-14 inches deep behind regular tires.”
— Dave Meyer, Texas grower

“I’ve been extremely impressed with the radial tires and I plan to buy more. I attribute their success to the flat tread which spreads out the weight in the track.”
— Nebraska grower and customer of Zimmatic dealer Holzfaster’s Equipment

Tire Option Footprint Comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tire Option</th>
<th>Footprint</th>
<th>Warranty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TRELLEBORG RADIAL</td>
<td>189in² (1219cm²)</td>
<td>8-YEAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRAND A</td>
<td>115in² (742cm²)</td>
<td>5-YEAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRAND B</td>
<td>120in² (774cm²)</td>
<td>5-YEAR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wide, flat profile for improved flotation and footprint
Low air pressure for less compaction and rutting
Heavy load rating, even at lower pressures
Stronger tread face and sidewall

Positive reviews about radial pivot tires

“Tire width, flat profile, and I was impressed with the load rating. The radials performed well.”
— Nebraska grower

To learn more about Trelleborg radial pivot tires, contact your local Zimmatic dealer or visit www.lindsay.com.